A practical method to experimentally evaluate the Hausdorff dimension: an alternative phase-transition-based methodology.
We introduce a methodology to estimate numerically the Hausdorff dimension of a geometric set. This practical method has been conceived as a subsequent tool of another context study, associated to our concern to distinguish between various fractal sets. Its conception is natural since it can be related to the original idea involved in the definitions of Hausdorff measure and Hausdorff dimension. It is based on the critical behavior of the measure spectrum functions of the set around its Hausdorff dimension value. We illustrate on several well-known examples, the ability of this method to accurately estimate the Hausdorff dimension. Also, we show how the transition property, exhibited by the quantities used as substitutes of the Hausdorff measure in the corresponding fractal dimension relationships, can be used to accurately estimate the fractal dimension. To show the potential of our method, we also report the results of Hausdorff dimension measurements on some typical examples, compared to a direct application of the scaling relation involved in the box-counting dimension definition.